The Focus
January 20, 2019

Letter from Missionaries Zak and Laura O’Leary
My name is Laura O'Leary. My husband Zak and I are missionaries
working in Papua New Guinea with Wycliffe Bible Translators. I am a
friend of Kellie Terpstra, who told your church about my family and our
ministry here in Papua New Guinea.
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I want to express our family's sincere and humbled gratitude for your
church's generosity in giving to our Wycliffe ministry. Your gifts are a
huge encouragement, and a very tangible reminder that God is
providing for our family. The fact that you have partnered with us in
this way without even knowing us is humbling, and it reminds me that
God's ways are higher than ours. One of the surprising blessings of
becoming a missionary has been connecting with people and churches all over the country. We are honored to be able to extend the ministry of churches like yours to Papua New Guinea, and we pray that
God will richly bless and guide your church.
We wanted to reach out to express our thanks and to offer to be in
touch if anyone at the church has questions for us or would like to
hear more about what God is doing in Papua New Guinea. We send
out monthly or bi-monthly newsletters by e-mail. We also stay in touch
with our partners through a Facebook group for those who use Facebook regularly. I would be happy to add anyone to those lists if they
would be interested.
We would be happy to be in touch personally with any of you if they
you would like.

In Christ,
Laura O'Leary (for Zak, Anna, and Titus)

LIVE IN SUCH A WAY THAT THOSE
WHO KNOW YOU BUT DON'T KNOW
GOD WILL COME TO KNOW GOD
BECAUSE THEY KNOW YOU.
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Governing Council Meeting Minutes
Hanford First Christian Reformed Church
November 26, 2018
Dinner & Media Preview
Boxcast (LiveStream) – A preview and tutorial of the new Boxcast (LiveStream) program was given by Pastor
Justin. More than 20 people viewed our November 25th Morning Worship service using Boxcast.
Rise Campaign Video – A preview and explanation of the Rise Campaign video to be shown at the Congregational meeting in January 2018, was given by Pastor Justin.

Members Present – Pastor Justin Carruthers, Pastor Lambert Sikkema, Adam Mackey, Rimmert de
Jong, Scott Schmidt, Bruce Pickering, David te Velde, Bill Tos, Robert Butts, Josh Zonneveld, Heather Thomas
– Secretary to Clerk

Excused Absences – None
Devotions and Prayer – Pastor Justin opened in Prayer.
Call to Order – Adam Mackey, Chairman
Pastor Lambert & Heather Thomas were welcomed

Strategic Planning – Pastor Justin
Vision Frame – Pastor Justin introduced and provided clarity on the Vision Frame which outlines Our Mission: What. Our Values: Why. Our Strategy: How. And, our Measures: When we Win! Two of the Values
were agreed upon by staff, but the third and final Value is due to Governing Council by the December 11
meeting date. Lambert & Heather will lead the staff in these discussions and relay the information to Governing Council for Consent. A two-part sermon series will be led by Pastor Lambert in January to outline the
Vision Frame to the congregation.
Visioneering – Discussions regarding roles & timelines were moved to the December 11 meeting tentatively
due to time restraints.
Pastor Justin’s VISA Status – Justin provided an update regarding his VISA status and committed to the Governing Council to pursue future discussions to prepare for a “Worst-Case” scenario despite his hope and
desire to return.

Lead Pastor Report – Pastor Justin
Pastor Justin gave a “Lead Pastor Report” comprising of the following items:
Financial Report:
 The 2018/19 Budget is currently in good standing.
 A clarifying discussion was given by request regarding the “All Assets” section of the Lead Pastor Report.
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Financial Planning:
The interim budget development plan was discussed, and members were reminded of the importance of the layered draft process.











Staff Report:
An update of the Staff Structuring and Role Assignment was given by Pastor Justin outlining the division and partnership of duties between Pastor Lambert (Interim Lead Pastor) and Heather Thomas
(Executive Director).
“Guiding Principles Objectives Report”:
Report given on six “Guiding Principle Ministry Outcomes” including:
Profession of Faith
Outreach Outcomes
Assimilation
Ministry Involvement
Leader Development
Life Group Participation
Spiritual Formation
 G.C. Committed to setting a Ministry Objective Benchmark
Update and Discussion on Projects:

Governing Council Objectives and Milestones – Adam Mackey, Chairman
Sticky Teams Conference Recap – Pastor Justin distributed participant feedback of the 2018 Sticky Teams
Conference to each member. A discussion of this feedback was tabled to the December 11 meeting in the
interest of time.
Evening Service – Pastor Lambert presented the discussion and requested members to consider suspending Sunday Evening Services beginning Jan. 1 as additional responsibilities and time commitments now
create a concern for work-life balance.
Motion – “To pause the evening service beginning January 1, 2019 until Pastor Justin’s return or a reevaluation discussion can be had.”
- CARRIED

Ministry Focus and Strategic Planning – Adam Mackey, Chairman
Governance Model – Pastor Justin reminded members of the commitment made to the Governance Model in place and affirmed the support of each role within it. Adam Mackey provided encouragement and
support to Pastor Lambert & Heather Thomas.
Board Selections – Adam Mackey presented the Council Search Matrix and biblical qualifications (1 Tim 3)
for Office Bearers to each member and committed the group to begin praying for and considering 15
names for the upcoming office openings (Min 1, Max 2 go off Governing Council in 2019).

8:20 PM: Open Discussion / Mutual Censure
Respectfully Submitted
Secretary to Clerk, Heather Thomas
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We are sorry to inform you that it is not possible for us to continue “Congregational
Chatter”. It is a Focus feature that has been enjoyed by many of you. For many years,
Jeanne deHaan did an excellent job in gathering the members’ news. We have not found
anyone willing to take her place, and it is not fair to just list the events that we know about;
it should include everyone. No one seems willing to do this, even though we have noted that
it can easily be done by two people, with one covering the older members and the other
the younger members. Anita remains willing to write it but just needs the news. As soon as
we have volunteers willing to gather the news, it will return!
Women’s Shelter
I am so grateful for the positive response we received for the Barbara
Saville Women’s Shelter. Alice teVelde has been leading the ladies in
Bible study the last year. She is so grateful that around five women
are joining her every week in discussing God’s love for them.
Two Life Groups have offered to decorate rooms and in addition added other projects. One spent a day trimming trees, pulling out dead branches on bushes, repairing and painting two gates, and sprucing up the yard. It looks so much better
thanks to them. The other group will have an on-going project providing reading
books for the children and ladies. We encourage the ladies to keep the books and read
them to their children. Since we have new families coming in all the time, they will enjoy reading these books, but as they take them to their new homes, they will need to be
replaced continuously. A container is on a shelf in the closet if you have books to donate to that cause.
You have all made such an impression on the staff as they really appreciate all that we
do. Please keep them in your prayers.
Elsie Barba

Keep connected with us!
Are you receiving our First CRC Newsletters via email? First CRC Weekly will keep you up
to date on what is just ahead, while the CRC Monthly provides future insight as well as
past highlights. If you would like to be added to our email list please contact the Office
Administrator, Nancy Azevedo.
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SENIOR SCENE: TRANSFORMED
Can they possibly imagine
What it’s like to be old?
No long bold
In anything at all?
Can you recall being young?
Or was it just too long ago?
Was that another person in the past
Who laughed so much and
moved so fast?
Don’t fret. All things are new!
That child seems just a shadow gone;
For in My Spirit you are young and strong
And of such infinite worth!
The things that marred are put away,
And you, who’ve come to Me are new!
And radiant in new birth!

...You have put off the old man with his
deeds, and have put on the new man who
is renewed in knowledge according to the
image of Him Who created him.
Colossians 3:9-10

And do not be conformed to this world,
but be transformed by the renewing of
your mind, that you may prove what is that
good and acceptable and perfect will of
God.
Romans 12:2
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1. Leah’s story is recorded 7. Once Jacob married Leah, he loved her
in what book of the
as much as he loved Rachel.
Bible?
a. True
a. Genesis
b. False
b. Numbers
c. Joshua
8. The fertility root mentioned in the story is:
d. Proverbs
a. sassafras
b. tapioca
2. Leah’s sister was named:
c. turnip
a. Eve
d. mandrake
b. Rachel
c. Sarah
9. Rachel, Leah and their handmaids Zilpah
d. Esther
and Bilhah were the mothers of the twelve
tribes of Israel.
3. Leah is described as:
a. True
a. homely
b. False
b. comely
c. delicate / weak eyes
10. Leah was buried with Jacob in Canaan.
d. robust
a. True
b. False
4. How long did Jacob work for Laban to
earn Rachel’s hand in marriage?
a. two years
b. seven years
If the answers, you do not know,
c. ten years
Just look right here, down below.
d. fourteen years
You can find all the answers
5. Through trickery, Laban forced Jacob to
in Genesis, 29, 30, 35, and 50.
marry Leah before he married Rachel.
Why?
[ 9. Genesis 29:31 – 30:24, 35:18 ]
a. He liked Leah more than Rachel.
b. He wanted Jacob to work for him
longer.
c. The oldest daughter always had to
be married first, in those days.
d. He wanted Rachel to stay with him
longer.
6. How long did Jacob have to wait for Rachel after he married Leah?
a. another seven years
b. one week
c. one month
d. until Leah conceived their first child
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TEEN TALK: GET PHYSICAL
Come, let us bow down to worship,
let us kneel before the Lord our Maker.
Psalm 95:6
Dear Child,
At a basketball game when your team wins, you don’t just sit there and think, “Wow, this is great.” You
get up out of your seat. You jump up and down and yell! You use your body to express what you feel.
So when you pray, you should use your whole body. Some of My best pray-ers get physical. They get
totally involved. I want you to do the same when you pray to Me. Get where no one can see you and
kneel down before Me. If you are thankful, sing to Me or dance in front of Me. Lift your hands. Yell if
you feel like it! I don’t care. I like it!!
It will put you in the right mood and help you reach out to Me. I will see, and hear, and answer your
prayers. Don’t be ashamed.
Your loving Father,
God

A huge error was made in the July 1, 2018 Focus. It incorrectly stated that Tim
Koelewyn purchased the Workingman’s Store from John VandeBeek. John VandeBeek and BOB TOS were partners in the Workingman’s Store, beginning in 1965.
BOB bought out John and became the sole owner in 1980. Tim Koelewyn bought the
store from BOB in 2001.
I apologize for this error that certainly was not intentional. There are times when my brain
does not function as well as I would like as I continue to deal with mental challenges. I wish
that this had been brought to my attention immediately.
I understand that many mentioned the error to Jane and Bob but no one brought it to my attention. If I had been informed, this correction would have been in the next Focus. I humbly ask
that next time an error occurs (and it probably will) that you notify me immediately at (559)5845057 or (559)572-8458 or anitafl@sbcglobal.net.
After I was informed of this, I directly apologized to Bob and Jane. Once again, I am sorry for
this error and will continue to do my very best to always be accurate.
Anita Lemos
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Life Group Study Guide, Guidance
By Pastor Lambert Sikkema
January 20th marks the beginning of our sixth semester of Life Groups: the organizing principle of our congregational life. We have been working through the book of Romans together for some time now and the
closing section – Romans 12-16 – forms the content of both our Sunday morning sermons and Life Group
studies. From the beginning we have been labeling our small group program as follows: Sermon Based
Life Groups. For 158 of you who have been enrolled you know that only the first page of the study guide
is actually connected to the actual sermon preached on Sunday morning. You know that the next three
pages have nothing to do with the sermon what so ever. This article is about that.
While we call our small group ministry program “sermon-based”, in point of fact, it’s based on the “text”
or the “passage” of the sermon heard on the first day of the week. The sermon is my take on the text
based on my study of word and my “study” of the congregation at a point in time. This is a critical distinction and it forms the basis regarding how the study guide unfolds the way it does on pages 2-4.
No sermon is an exhaustive treatment of a given biblical text/passage. If that were the case there would
be no reason to keep adding to the bulk of sermons written since the dawn of the Christian church. But
sermons are written every day because, while the word of God doesn’t change, the congregations – the
listening audience – does. The sermon I write for Sunday morning is put together with the congregation in
mind. The assembled people of God, with other guests and visitors, hears a message which is not only my
effort but is also accompanied by the Holy Spirit who is present and active in that moment.
Life Groups are composed of different people at a different time. The group has assembled for multiple
reasons: socializing, praying, eating, and studying God’s word. The Holy Spirit is present and is already at
work before you – the members of the group – open your Bibles. Pages 2-4 are there to assist you in exploring God’s word yourselves. I have already given you one take on the text. However, the content of the
text has much more meaning yet to be explored. I do make some of those connections in a given sermon,
but certainly not all of them. Life Group bible study assumes you’ve heard the sermon so that you have
context and a basic direction. Your discussion time is your opportunity to explore other facets and features of the text or its main topic. It’s your opportunity to share how the word of God shapes you personally. The discussion becomes more broad ranging because you have the luxury of delving deeper or engaging in a given subject more widely together in the blessed bound of peace made possible by the fellowship of the saints.
We call our Life Group study guides “sermon” based mostly because it’s easier that saying it’s based on
the Sunday morning text on which the sermon is based. It’s a kind of shorthand, but it’s one that I
thought needed to be explained before we get too much further down the road.
By the way, if you have not yet joined a Life Group, you are missing out on a tremendously rewarding experience. Sharing your life with brothers and sisters in Christ is powerful and effective. Knowing that people are praying with and for you is comforting and encouraging. Being accountable to one another has
been the most powerful and effective way the church of Jesus Christ has known. It’s been like this from
the beginning. Cf. Acts 2:42 “And they devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and the fellowship,
to the breaking of bread and the prayers.”
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Dear Congregation,

Words cannot begin to express our deep gratitude for your generous donations to the center. We are
humbled and overwhelmed for your kind contributions. Thank you.
Every day when I arrive at the Center, I thank God for this ministry...His ministry...and for calling me to
serve Him here. Every client we meet is a divine appointment—an opportunity to share the hope of
Christ through the Gospel and the truth that they and their unborn are created in the image of God. I
came across a quote recently by Eilsabeth Elliot and thought it was apropos for what we do. Elisabeth
wrote, “We cannot force someone to hear a message they are not ready to receive, but we must never
underestimate the power of planting a seed.” As seed-planters, we pray those seeds fall on “good soil”
for the Harvester of our souls.
As a nonprofit, we rely on the Lord to touch our hearts for this life saving ministry. As with all gifts, we
pray that Lord will always direct us to use each gift for the best service we can give to our clients. Your
gifts are of great encouragement to us. It’s a tangible sign that the Lord has touched your heart to walk
with us “to abound in the word of the Lord, knowing that our labor is not in vain.” (1 Cor. 15;58)
“So...whatever you do, do all for the glory of God.” 1 Cor. 10:31
For His glory,
Kathryn Enloe
Director
Thank you for your donation to Teen’s
Encounter Christ.

Please keep us in prayer as we will be
going to China April 12 –18. We will be
in Morgan and Lori Jones home town
ministering to the missionary Teens!
Blessings,
Teens Encounter Christ

Dear Congregation,
We express our deepest gratitude for you
donation to Hannah’s House. The women
and children of these homes are very grateful to have you in their lives. Your donations
will help the women get items that they need
that otherwise they couldn’t afford themselves! Please know that your donations are
very appreciated.
Thanks again,
Marisa Nardiello
Program Manager
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The following article was written by Ethan Daly of Partners Worldwide. The deacons
have partnered with this organization a few years ago in an effort to develop outreach opportunities in this region of the valley. He will be coming to Hanford in March to facilitate a discussion and planning session regarding the formation of a faith-based business
incubator project

Catalyzing Neighborhood Entrepreneurship Across the U.S
40 million people in the U.S. live in poverty. But despite the challenges they face, people
facing poverty are often highly resourceful in making ends meet.

I learned this firsthand while growing up on the east side of Indianapolis.
My mom is an artist by trade, and she used to keep her art supplies in a tiny closet in our
small, two-bedroom house. One day, some neighborhood kids and I were playing, and we
wanted to buy a snack but didn't have any money. So, I went to my house, grabbed some
of my mom's painting supplies, and then gathered rocks of different sizes. We painted the
rocks, then sold them door to door. We only made a few dollars, but it was enough to get
some snacks at the convenience store!
As kids, we hustled to get candy. But as adults, the stakes are much higher.
When my family and I moved to Chicago in 2009, I noticed that the local neighborhood
economy was just like what I had experienced growing up. When the mainstream economy is struggling, the neighborhood economy struggles even further. The main distinction
is that those who struggle with poverty are already accustomed to hustling. They are
forced to find creative ways to generate income and support their families. What may be
surprising is that these means of income are often not illicit. They are often just informal,
unstructured businesses.
So, it begs the question: if people are innovative and entrepreneurial, then why are
they still in poverty?
I've learned that it’s often not the ability that people lack, but access to opportunities. They often need a structure that harnesses their entrepreneurial abilities in a focused
direction. Instead of subsisting on side hustles, people need the opportunity to turn their
idea or talent into a viable, scalable business.
This was the focus of my work while I was on the staff of Sunshine Gospel Ministries in
Chicago. Over the span of a few years, we began to serve these aspiring entrepreneurs in
our neighborhood and establish a growing entrepreneurial community. But, we knew that
business training alone wasn’t enough. So, we began asking more established businesspeople to lend their time, knowledge, and experience to coach the entrepreneurs.
Before long, the demand for our programming was huge! We knew that if we were
going to meet it, we would need to develop a more comprehensive strategy.
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We began researching and asking around—and that’s when we discovered Partners Worldwide.
Rudy Carrasco at Partners Worldwide worked with our team to grow our programming
and expand to multiple sites across the city. They also connected us with other likeminded organizations in the Partners Worldwide U.S. network who were doing similar
work.
I wouldn’t have dreamed that one day I would have the opportunity to support this U.S.
network by joining the Partners Worldwide team. But in August of 2018, I came on board
as the new U.S. Regional Facilitator to continue building upon the foundation Rudy had
established.
In our U.S. network, we partner with local institutions—like Sunshine in Chicago—to
provide entrepreneurial people with the opportunities they need to develop businesses that
create jobs and impact in their communities.
Last year, our network of U.S. partners served over 800 businesses and provided over 700
entrepreneurs with business training. Further, 73 volunteer mentors generously gave their
time to coach these entrepreneurs. Each one of those numbers represents a life changed
and a brighter future that is now possible.
In 2019, our focus is on growing these impacts by strengthening our existing partnerships and growing our network into new cities.

I’m honored to play a role in supporting this work to catalyze local economic development. And more than anything, I'm privileged to help unleash the potential of talented, innovative people in neighborhoods across the U.S. It’s through the ingenuity and tireless
dedication of local leaders like them that communities will begin to experience transformation.
P.S.
If you would like to join the discussion please let us know. We are sharing this project
with the Christian Leadership Network of Hanford.

Do all you can—by all the means you can—in all the places
you can—at all the times you can—to all the people you can—
as long as you can.
John Wesley
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FIRST CHRISTIAN REFORMED
2175 Leoni Drive ~ Hanford, California
Phone: 559-582-4423
Fax: 559-584-2235

We’re on the web
hanfordcrc.org

If there are any needs in the congregation for the Deacons, please feel free
to give one of them a call and they will
be willing to address them. Thank
you.
Your Diaconate
Answers to Kids Korner Questions:
1.a 2. b 3. c. 4. b 5. c
6, b 7. b 8. d 9. a 10. a
In the previous Focus the Church visitors
listed in the actual report (Carl deJong
and Al Schaap) were correct.
The
minutes from Governing Council listed Al
Postma and Carl deJong which should
have read Al Schaap. We apologize for
any confusion this may have caused.

WHAT ARE VALENTINES?
Valentines are GIFTS of LOVE
And with the help of God above
Love can change the human race
And make this world a better place For love dissolves all hate and fear
And makes our vision bright and clear
So we can see and rise above
Our pettiness on “wings of love.”
Helen Steiner Rice

WHAT WILL YOU DO
WITH THIS YEAR THAT’S SO
NEW?
As we start a new year
untouched and unmarred,
Unblemished and flawless,
unscratched and unscarred,
May we try to do better
and accomplish much more
And be kinder and wiser
than in the year gone before –
Let us wipe our slates clean
and start over again,
For God gives this privilege
to all sincere men
Who will humbly admit
they have failed many ways
But are willing to try
and improve these “new days”
By asking God’s help
in all that they do
And counting on Him
to refresh and renew
Their courage and faith
when things go wrong
And the way seems dark
and the road rough and long –
WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH THIS YEAR
THAT’S SO NEW?
The choice is yours –
God leaves that to YOU!
Helen Steiner Rice

This-n-That
Even though it seems that 2019 has just begun, this month is almost over. The poem “What Will You Do
With This Year That’s So New?” gives all of us good advice for this new year. Then comes February and
Valentine’s Day. What a wonderful opportunity to share God’s love with everyone! Of course, this is
something that we should be doing daily. There are so many people that we know that have not accepted
Jesus as their Lord and Savior: family members, neighbors, friends, employers, employees etc. Let us
resolve that 2019 will be the year that we will boldly share God’s love with others.
Anita & Nancy

